FELA Commitments

Family Member Commitment

As a family member supporting my learner in their FELA:
• I commit to setting a goal for my student alongside their teacher.
• I commit to learning strategies to support my student at home.
• I commit to practicing regularly with my student at home.
• I commit to supporting my student’s independent practice at home.
• I commit to celebrating progress with my student.

Name _______________________________________________________ Date ________________

Educator Commitment

As an educator supporting a learner in their FELA:
• I commit to assessing my student’s ability at the beginning of our learning accelerator.
• I commit to setting a goal for my student alongside their family member.
• I commit to hosting my student & their family member at workshops where family members and student will practice the skills after learning a practice tip.
• I commit to practicing regularly with my student at school.
• I commit to assessing my student’s progress at the end of our FELA.
• I commit to celebrating progress with my student and their family member.

Name _______________________________________________________ Date ________________

Learner Commitment

As a learner participating in FELA:
• I commit to setting a goal for myself alongside my family member and educator.
• I commit to practicing at home with my family member and to practicing by myself alone at home.
• I commit to practicing at school with my educator.
• I commit to celebrating my progress with my family member and educator.

Name _______________________________________________________ Date ________________